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Program

Straighten Up and Fly Right\hfill Nat King Cole and Irving Mills
\hfill Arr. by Morgan Ames

Tuxedo Junction\hfill Erskine Haskins and Buddy Fayne
\hfill Arr. by Gregory Amerind

I Got it Bad and That Ain't Good\hfill Paul Francis Webster and Duke Ellington
\hfill Arr. by Paris Rutherford

The Druid Song\hfill Richard Green and Gunnar Madsen

Java Jive\hfill Ben Oakland and Milton Drake
\hfill Arr. by Kirby Shaw

All My Past Life\hfill Gregory Amerind
\hfill text by John Wilmot

Trash\hfill Richard Green and Gunnar Madsen
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Up the Ladder to the Roof  Vincent Dimirco
Arr. by Mark Brymer

Crescent Moon  Ron Mesa
Arr. by Gregory Amerind

Blue Skies  Irving Berlin
Arr. by Jennings, Brower and Schank
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